Electric tables

**Electric table with small plate**

Reference = HVM-TA-small

Suitable for stimulators such as MonCv3, MonPackONE or MonColor

![Electric table with small plate diagram](image)

Height adjustable from 700 up to 900 mm

**Electric table with large plate**

Reference = HVM-TA-large

Suitable for one stimulator + PC or for a combination of 2 stimulators (MonPackONE + MonColor)

![Electric table with large plate diagram](image)

Height adjustable from 700 up to 900 mm
**Electric table with tilting plate**

Reference = HVM-TA-tilting

Suitable for testing handicapped subjects and infants with stimulators such as MonCv3, MonPackONE or MonColor

Height adjustable from 700 up to 900 mm
Tilt angle adjustable from 0 to 45 degrees